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Why a Leadership Retreat?

Relax. Refresh. Re-skill

Leadership Retreat  in Puglia is a transformational experience which includes 2-

day immersive workshop in a beautiful location and activities to relax, refresh and

re-skill. 

 

This retreat is a great way to step back from your business or work environment for a

new perspective, learn from experts and other entrepreneurs & professionals, and

just refresh your brain. An off-site learning experience has a handful of benefits -

when you change your environment you never really know what's going to trigger a

new idea. We create an atmosphere where our participants learn and practice new

skills which they then bring back to their daily business processes.

 

We will focus on tech disruptions, negotiations, and interpersonal relationships.  The

workshop will help you understand and foresee key socioeconomic changes, analyse

innovative business models, update strategies and decision-making models through

a mix of practical and interactive experiences, as well as research perspectives.

 

 



Puglia for its history is a land where Eastern and Mediterranean

cultures have flourished together.

 

The region has uncontaminated nature and boasts many UNESCO

heritage sites.

Location

Puglia



The resort provides the ideal conditions for a unique experience.

 

Welcome to Masseria Grieco Country Resort, situated near Fasano

and Ostuni.

 

We are 2km from the seafront as well as a short distance from the

Salento coast.

 

Dated from the 16th century and tells in every detail the centuries-old

history of the Itria Valley. The boundaries of the estate are traced by

traditional dry-stone walls, made of local stone without the use of

any cement binder.

 

While walking on the large square, entirely made of local stone, you

will come across a beautiful little church on whose altar is depicted

the herald that inspired the logo of the estate. The journey through

ancient Apulia then continues between the well and the trulli, the

typical cone-shaped rural buildings known all over the world and

included in the Unesco Heritage list.

Masseria Grieco



Every suite features a private bathroom, air conditioning, a

flat-screen TV and a fridge.

 

A buffet breakfast is available daily at the bed and breakfast. 

 

Masseria Grieco offers a terrace.Guests can also relax in the

garden, beside the outdoor swimming pool, or in the shared

lounge area.

 

 

 

 

Suits & Facilities

Masseria Grieco



Nicolo Andreula is a management consultant, university lecturer and corporate

trainer in strategy, marketing and leadership. 

 

He has worked for leading professional service firms such as McKinsey & Company

and Goldman Sachs, building long-standing relationships with clients like Google,

Netflix, Uber, Microsoft, the World Economic Forum.

 

He runs executive education programs for Ferrari, JLL and Unicredit Bank, and holds

MBA courses and seminars in leading business schools around the world such as

INSEAD, Nanyang Business School in Singapore, and the Chinese University of Hong

Kong.

 

He is regularly invited to speak at high profile events - e.g. at Japan;s House of

Representatives, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa or the APEC

Senior Officer's Meeting in Vietnam.

Trainer

Nicolo Andreula

 

He holds a MSc. in Economics from Bocconi University and a MBA from INSEAD, his research work has been featured on several

international publications, ranging from the Harvard Business Review to Forbes. He is also the co-founder of the TEDx Conference in

Bari, his hometown in Southern Italy, and the Scientific Director of the Master in Digital Entrepreneurship at H-Farm.



Cultural and other activities
Wine tasting. Cheese production. Sea View Lunch

Winery Guided Tour and Wine Tasting

The High Salento is an area particularly suited to grape growing with its native

varieties such as Negroamaro, Malvasia Nera, Sussumaniello, Primitivo and

international varieties such as Sauvignon Blanc.  The visit includes a guided tour

of the vineyards of the production in the heart of Valle d'Itria, visit of the

traditional 18th century farmhouse, visit of the new winery with explanation of

the vinification phases and tasting of a selection of local wines accompanied by

light snacks.

 

Cheese production Tour & Tasting

Start your day by indulging in a cheese and bakery production experience! Not

only you will see first-hand where the mozzarella is produced in one of the local

farms, but also have the chance to taste it fresh.

 

Lunch with a sea view. Yoga. Golf.

To relax before the training there is an alternative experience! From lunch with a

sea view to yoga, a well-known practice to reach your inner peace, or Golf,

located where the Puglian countryside meets the azure of the Adriatic sea. We

have prepared a variety of activities for our guests to disconnect in order to

reconnect with themselves.

 



Agenda

17:00 Wine production tour & wine tasting

19:30 Dinner 

 

 

 

9:30 Cheese production visit 

13:00 Lunch with a sea view

15:00 Wellness time (yoga, running, golf, massages)

20:00 Dinner at Masseria

 

 

 

 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-13:00 Workshop

13:00-14:00 Lunch break

14:00-18:00 Workshop

19:30 Dinner

 

 

 

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-13:00 Workshop

Thursday, May 7

Friday, May 8

Saturday, May 9

Sunday, May 10



Reviews
Past Participants 

"An eye-opening and transformational experience. A wonderfully

organised trip combining outstanding cultural activities with educational

workshops. The course content was excellent with a good balance

between theory and practical application, which I think was a great way

to learn. I liked how interactive and personal the course was, it has given

me a more cemented view in my role as a leader. It has been an

enjoyable experience and one which has challenged me. I definitely will

be back!"

"I liked the personal touch and interactive training. Great workshop

format and perfect number of people. The stay at the hotel was

incredible. A truly amazing oasis in the heart of Puglia." 

"I was impressed with diversity of participants, food, and excellent course

content. It was a good balance between theory and practical

application. Very friendly, family atmosphere"
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https://leadersfirst.co.uk/

